
 

Electronic micro labs control chemical
processes from the inside
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PhD student Abhishek Sharma performs one of many micro lab production
steps. He positions electrodes in order to coat a part of the wafer. Credit: RUB,
Damian Gorczany

Chemists at the Ruhr-Universität Bochum, together with their project
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partners, have developed tiny electronic components that can control
chemical processes from the inside. These micro labs are 140 x 140 x 60
micrometres in size. They can sense their environment and control
chemistry via voltage signals. One day, they shall acquire the capability
to evolve.

Autonomous micro labs the size of cells that monitor chemical systems
from the inside – pure fiction, as yet. But several crucial steps have been
taken.

Lablet, is the name Prof Dr John McCaskill from the Ruhr-Universität
Bochum has given to the microscopic electronic component that he has
been developing in the recent years, together with numerous partners. As
researcher at the Faculty of Chemistry and Biochemistry, he heads the
EU project "Microscopic Chemically Reactive Electronic Agents".

The international team aims at electronically controlling chemical
reactions from the inside, rather than aiding them via large interface
structures from the outside. "Just imagine what a chemist could achieve
if he was as small as a cell," says McCaskill.

Electrodes control chemistry via voltage signals

Developed in the course of the project, the tiny labs, also called lablets,
are 140 x 140 x 60 micrometres in size. They have the capacity of
controlling various chemical reactions in aqueous solutions and
absorbing information from their environment. To this end, they are
equipped with electronics and microscopic electrodes.
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Together with his team, John McCaskill develops electronic micro-agents that
control chemical processes. Credit: RUB, Damian Gorczany

A voltage applied to the electrode can supply the energy required for
initiating a chemical reaction. Different voltages cause different
reactions – which ones depends on the previous history and, for
example, the molecules available in the environment.

The researchers have developed a supercapacitor for the micro labs that
currently provides energy for autonomous operation for about 20
minutes. For recharging and programming, the lablets have to bind to a
smart surface.
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Micro labs designed with the capacity to evolve

When designing the lablets, the chemists have taken several cues from
nature. They are set up in such a way that they can transfer their
programming to other units by passing along a sequence of voltage
signals. One day, the lablets should be able to pair up autonomously and
acquire the capability to evolve.

The project team is now working at full stretch at integrating all
functions developed so far in one single micro lab.
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